Camp Grafton Training Center Dormitory

- Cost Estimate: $2,000,000
- State Sustainment: $0

- 32 room dormitory with single occupancy rooms with bathrooms.
- Closes 80 bed shortfall to ensure federal funding at Tier 3 Level.
- Ensures we have adequate rooms for support the BIA Law Enforcement Advance Training Academy.
- Supports planned growth at Camp Grafton for military and civilian law enforcement training and military engineer training
Integrated Emergency Operation Management System

- **Cost:** $450,000 (implementation, training & operations through 2026)

- **State Sustainment:** $50,000/annual (Starting in 2027)

- Replaces IEOMS system that will time-out in April of 2022.

- Large cyber and operations threat if system is not replaced.

- Tracks all personnel and logistics used in a state disaster or emergency; pay system for State Active duty mission.

- NDNG operational tempo over last several years – flooding, wildfire, civil unrest and pandemic – require a fully supported SAD management system.